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Once a nightmare, now a success story: a colourful wristband. Infoband. Printed digitally, labelled by hand.
This high-quality identification bracelet from a small company is taking the world by storm.
printing quality. Buyers likewise. “We lost
customers and money”, is how he puts it.
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When swissQprint came to his attention,
he lost no time in taking material samples
to Switzerland. And it was in the
swissQprint printing laboratory that he
first beheld the result he had imagined.
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Crucial investment
Now the small company faced an important decision. Buying a premium printer
meant a huge investment, but also
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The printing challenge
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One company, one product

optimal solution. Because he was not

He calls it the smart-machine. “It’s like an

Dov Gatmon spun the idea further. The

really happy about ink adhesion or the

iPhone”, he laughs. Another thing prom-

bracelet could also be used to identify
patients in hospital, or it could just as well
signal a person as belonging to a tourist
group. It could be a credential for visitors
at a festival, and carry advertising at the
same time. From this idea, a business took
shape. A business with just one product
and two lines. The first: the reusable
“Infoband”. The second: a single-use
bracelet “Once”.

High-tech substrate
Gatmon was certain from the beginning:
he wanted to bring a high-quality item to
market. First, he found the right material: a
super-soft plastic. Pleasant on the skin, and
compounded ecologically.

Personalisable identification bracelets. Printed onto sheets, assembled by hand.

deliver to private individuals and companies in various industries around the
world”, says Berglund. She lists retailers,
zoos and well-known amusement parks.

Second machine
Meanwhile, Gatmon has established a
second company: Mediagården. Since
October 2014, this service provider has
been producing trade show and POS
displays, as well as interior decoration
elements. They are printed on a Nyala
(3.2 × 1.6 m flatbed), similarly configured
as the Oryx with six colours plus white and
primer. The Nyala also has both roll to roll
and board options. “After the success with
Oryx, it was crystal clear that swissQprint
An Oryx flatbed printer helped achieve the breakthrough for Dov Gatmon, founder of Infoband, and

was the only candidate for Mediagården”,

operations manager Anna Berglund.

says the resourceful businessman, who will
doubtless soon be hatching new ideas.
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